
 China as a Strategic partner or an emerging economic threat to Pakistan? 

 

China as a stragic partner very good for Pakistan because they are investing in Pakistan to help and 

developing many different things for Pakistan and also working and developing cpec to help Pakistan if 

we see china as a stragic partner then its very good for Pakistan and there are alots of enemies of 

Pakistan and chine who wants to break there friend ships and did not like the cpec project and dint want 

to develop gawadher port as a emerging and turning point for Pakistan. And not seeing china as 

economic thread to paistan because chine is very well develop and up to date with technology and 

helping Pakistan to grow. So yeah china is no thread to pkaistan. 

Q2. Write down a period of Ayub khan? 

 

Ayub khan has complet his studies in Aligarh muslim university in utter Pradesh india and at the british 

royal military college at sandhurst.ayub khan was commissiond an officer in indian army (1928).in world 

war 2 he was in command of a regiment in burma and commanded a battalion in india.after 1947 

partition of british india he was rapily promoted in the army of the new muslim state of Pakistan.from 

major general to commander in chief in 1951.ayub khan become the defense minister for a brief 

period.Ayud khan aslo the former presendent of Pakistan. He was awarded by army hilale-e-jurat .He 

also introduce agricultural reforms according to which no could accupy land more than 12.5 acres.Ayud 

khan death was by heart attack.in this time period of ayub khan develop Pakistan and has done good 

work. 

Q3. Write a note on the role of Pakistan in organization of Islamic conference (O.I.C)? 

 

Pakistan is the member of oic organization and used this plat form many time for the help of Kashmir 

and many other things.oic was made to help Islamic country and solve there problems.pakistan one of 

its founding member of oic. recently oic complete 50 year of its existence.  

Basically oic was introduce to solve and help other Islamic country . oic is used help other country 

problems with non Islamic country like Pakistan india for Kashmir. Oic is a plat form where you can 

appeal and describe you problems according to religion or etc. 

Q4. What is constitution? And which constitution is running in Pakistan now a day? 

 

 

The Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan also known as the 1973 Constitution, is 

the supreme law of Pakistan. 

There are many different constitution in Pakistan. Constitution is the law that makes a coutry 

rules and regulation and work and help country solve problems and finished crimes.and many 

oother things . constitution can not be easly made without doing any research on Islamic rules 



and without eeding quran. As a muslim we have must follow the quran and Islamic rules.and all 

our constitution are made according to the Islamic republic of Pakistan.basically constitution is 

the law and orfer of the country in which every thing is define and show the role of each 

department of the country.without constitution no country can survive and in the end destroy 

each and every single thing.constitution is very important for the running of country and its 

people.but there are stll some laws which are still according to the british law and order but 

make some changes according to the Pakistan. 

Q5. What is foreign policy? And what is the importance of Pakistan foreign policy? 

 

A country's foreign policy, also called foreign relations or foreign affairs policy, consists of 

self-interest strategies chosen by the state to safeguard its national interests and to achieve 

goals within its international relations. The approaches are strategically employed to interact 

with other countries. 

These policy help Pakistan to make good connection with other country and make future 

development and these relation help country developed and growth of the country and make it 

sronge. Like we see Pakistan and chine relation ship and there policy shows there bond in cpec 

and many in  there projects just because of there foreign policy. 

That’s why these foreign policy are very important for the country and Pakistan also.if you have 

strong foreign policy and good stragy then you can make good relationship and good deals with 

other country and transfer of technology can help you country developed. 

Foreign policy is very important in helping and developing country and good relationship. 
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